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This paper focuses on the study of the inﬂuence of a mixed-mode crack on the coupled response of a func-
tionally graded magnetoelectroelastic material (FGMEEM). The crack is embedded at the center of a 2D
inﬁnite medium subjected to magnetoelectromechanical loads. The material is graded in the direction
orthogonal to the crack plane and is modeled as a nonhomogeneous medium with anisotropic constitu-
tive laws. Using Fourier transform, the resulting plane magnetoelectroelasticity equations are converted
analytically into singular integral equations which are solved numerically to yield the crack-tip mode I
and II stress intensity factors, the electric displacement intensity factors and the magnetic induction
intensity factors. The main objective of this paper is to study the inﬂuence of material nonhomogeneity
on the ﬁelds’ intensity factors for the purpose of gaining better understanding on the behavior of graded
magnetoelectroelastic materials.
 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Smart structures possessing the ability of storing and convert-
ing magnetoelectromechanical energy have found increasing
applications in several engineering ﬁelds such as magnetic ﬁeld
probes, electronic packaging, hydrophones, medical ultrasonic
imaging and in general as transducers, sensors and actuators.
These magnetoelectroelastic materials are generally brittle; there-
fore cracks inevitably form during the manufacturing process and
subsequent handling (Wua and Huang, 2000). For that reason, it
is of great importance to study the fracture behavior of such
composites and its inﬂuence on the coupled response.
A number of fracture problems in magnetoelectroelastic media
were solved during the past decade. Zhou et al. (2007a) studied
the mode I problem of an embedded crack in an inﬁnite piezoelec-
tromagnetic medium assuming magnetoelectrically permeable
crack surfaces. Zhong and Li (2007) analyzed the problem of an
opening crack in a piezoelectromagnetic solid; the crack opening
effect on the electromagnetic boundary conditions was taken into
account leading to the solution of a nonlinear system. Zhong
(2009) analyzed the dielectric crack problem in a magnetoelectro-
elastic layer taking into account the crack opening effect on the
electromagnetic crack surfaces boundary conditions and account-
ing only for normal tractions. Hu et al. (2007) considered the anti-
plane crack problem in a magnetoelectroelastic layer sandwichedll rights reserved.
: +216 71 74 88 4.between dissimilar half spaces assuming permeable crack surfaces.
In another study, Hu and Li (2005) analyzed the problem of a Grif-
ﬁth crack embedded in the center of a magnetoelectroelastic strip
subjected to longitudinal shear loading and in plane magnetoelec-
trical loading and assuming permeable and impermeable crack sur-
faces. Zhong and Li (2008) examined the problem of an inﬁnite
magnetoelectroelastic solid with a penny shaped crack by taking
into account the crack opening effect on the magnetoelectrical
boundary conditions. The behavior of two parallel interface cracks
in a magnetoelectroelastic material under an anti-plane shear
stress loading was studied by Zhou et al. (2007b). Wang and Han
(2007) considered the problem of multiple cracks in magnetoelec-
troelastic materials under the coupled thermomagnetoelectrome-
chanical loading taking into account the pyroelectric and
pyromagnetic effects.
More recently, the materials research community has been
exploring the possibility of using new concepts in coating design,
such as Functionally Graded Materials (FGMs), as an alternative to
the conventional homogeneous coatings (Erdogan, 1995). These
can be at least two-phase inhomogeneous particulate composites
synthesized in such a way that the volume fractions of the constitu-
ent materials, such as ceramic andmetal, vary continuously along a
spatial direction to give a predetermined composition proﬁle result-
ing in a relatively smooth variation of the mechanical properties.
FGMs promise attractive applications in awide variety of wear coat-
ing and thermal shielding problems such as gears, cams, cutting
tools, high temperature chambers, furnace liners, turbines, micro-
electronics and space structures. The concept of FGMswas extended
Fig. 1. Geometry and loading of the crack problem.
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magnetoelectroelastic structures resulting in the development of
functionally graded magnetoelectroelastic materials (FGMEEMs).
A number of authors considered FGMEEM fracture problems.
Ma et al. (2007) studied the mode III crack problem in a function-
ally graded magnetoelectroelastic strip assuming ideal crack sur-
face magnetoelectric permeability. Using this same assumption,
Ma et al. (2009) considered the surface crack problem in a func-
tionally graded magnetoelectroelastic coating bonded to a homo-
geneous elastic substrate subjected to anti-plane mechanical and
in plane magnetoelectrical loading. Zhou and Wang (2004) exam-
ined the problem of two parallel symmetrical permeable cracks
in functionally graded materials under anti-plane shear loading.
Feng and Su (2007) analyzed the dynamic behavior of magneto-
electrically impermeable cracks in functionally graded magneto-
electroelastic plates. In another study, Feng and Su (2006)
studied the dynamic problem of a crack embedded in a graded
magnetoelectroelastic strip assuming ideal crack surface perme-
ability. Jun (2008) investigated the scattering of harmonic
anti-plane shear stress waves by a crack in functionally graded
magnetoelectroelastic materials assuming purely permeable crack
surfaces. Zhou and Chen (2008) solved the mode I crack problem in
an FGMEEM inﬁnite medium assuming air permeability within the
crack. Li and Lee (2008a) considered the anti-plane problem of a
permeable crack intersecting the interface between two FGMEEM
layers. In another study, Li and Lee (2008b) analyzed the anti-plane
interfacial fracture problem of a symmetrically bonded smart
structure with linearly nonhomogeneous magnetoelectroelastic
properties. Guo et al. (2009) examined the anti-plane problem of
a crack in a bonded FGMEEM strip sandwiched between two func-
tionally graded strips assuming ideal magnetoelectrical permeabil-
ity on the crack faces.
In this paper, we consider the plane problem of an embedded
magneto-electrically impermeable crack in a functionally graded
magnetoelectroelastic medium subjected to arbitrary in-plane
magnetoelectromechanical loading resulting in mode I and II stress
intensity factors. To the best of our knowledge, the combination of
mixed-mode crack, functionally graded material and three-way
coupling behavior has not been solved in the published literature
to-date.
This paper is organized as follows. The formulation and the solu-
tion of the problem are described, in Sections 2 and 3, respectively.
The numerical solution of the resulting singular integral equations
is summarized in Section 4. Numerical results are presented in Sec-
tion 5. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2. Problem description and governing equations
As shown in Fig. 1, the problem under consideration consists of
an inﬁnite graded magnetoelectroelastic medium. The problem is
described in the (x,y) coordinate system. The medium is un-
bounded in both the x and y directions. The graded medium con-
tains an embedded crack of length 2a located at the center of the
medium along the x-axis. The material gradient is oriented along
the y-direction and the magnetoelectromechanical properties de-
pend on the y-coordinate and are assumed to vary with the same
rate as follows:
ðc11; c13; c33; c44Þ ¼ ðc110; c130; c330; c440Þeby; 8y; ð1aÞ
ðe15; e31; e33Þ ¼ ðe150; e310; e330Þeby; 8y; ð1bÞ
ðf15; f31; f33Þ ¼ ðf150; f310; f330Þeby; 8y; ð1cÞ
ðe11; e33Þ ¼ ðe110; e330Þeby; 8y; ð1dÞ
ðg11; g33Þ ¼ ðg110; g330Þeby; 8y; ð1eÞ
ðl11;l33Þ ¼ ðl110;l330Þeby; 8y; ð1fÞwhere cij are the elastic stiffness constants measured in a constant
electric ﬁeld, eij are the dielectric constants measured at a constant
strain, eij are the piezoelectric constants, fij are the piezomagnetic
constants, gij are the electromagnetic constants, lij are the magnetic
permeabilities, cij0, eij0, fij0, eij0, gij0 and lij0 are their corresponding
values in the FGMEEM medium along the axis y = 0 and b is the
nonhomogeneity parameter controlling the variation of the mag-
netoelectromechanical properties in the graded medium.
The crack surfaces are assumed to be magneto-electrically
impermeable. Feng and Su (2006) showed that, in this case, both
magnetic and electric loads play a dominant role in the fracture
behavior around the crack tip. The crack is subjected to mechanical
tangential and normal tractions rext13 ðxÞ and rext33 ðxÞ in addition to
electric displacement and magnetic ﬁelds denoted, respectively,
Dext3 ðxÞ and Bext3 ðxÞ, which may be expressed in terms of external
electric and magnetic loads.
The constitutive equations involving the general magnetoelec-
troelastic interaction for continuously nonhomogeneous media
are given by Zhong (2009)

































































; ð2f ; gÞ
where u and v denote, respectively, the x and y components of the
elastic displacement ﬁeld, / and w represent, respectively, the elec-
tric and magnetic scalar potentials, r11, r33 and r13 are the compo-
nents of the stress tensor, D1 and D3 are the components of the
electric displacement ﬁeld and B1 and B3 are the components of
the magnetic ﬁeld.
M. Rekik et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 835–845 837Neglecting body forces and local electric charge, the stress, elec-
tric displacement and magnetic ﬁelds are subjected to mechanical
equilibrium conditions and Gauss’s laws for electricity and magne-









































































































































































which are subjected to the following boundary conditions:
r13ðx;0þÞ ¼ rext13 ðxÞ; jxj 6 a; ð5aÞ
r33ðx;0þÞ ¼ rext33 ðxÞ; jxj 6 a; ð5bÞ
D3ðx;0þÞ ¼ Dext3 ðxÞ; jxj 6 a; ð5cÞ
B3ðx;0þÞ ¼ Bext3 ðxÞ; jxj 6 a; ð5dÞ
r13ðx;0þÞ ¼ r13ðx;0Þ; 8x; ð6aÞ
r33ðx;0þÞ ¼ r33ðx;0Þ; 8x; ð6bÞ
D3ðx;0þÞ ¼ D3ðx;0Þ; 8x; ð6cÞ
B3ðx;0þÞ ¼ B3ðx;0Þ; 8x; ð6dÞ
uðx;0þÞ ¼ uðx;0Þ; jxjP a; ð7aÞ
vðx;0þÞ ¼ vðx;0Þ; jxjP a; ð7bÞ
/ðx;0þÞ ¼ /ðx;0Þ; jxjP a; ð7cÞ
wðx;0þÞ ¼ wðx;0Þ; jxjP a; ð7dÞ
uðx; yÞ ¼ 0; 8x; y!1; ð8aÞ
vðx; yÞ ¼ 0; 8x; y!1; ð8bÞ
/ðx; yÞ ¼ 0; 8x; y!1; ð8cÞ
wðx; yÞ ¼ 0; 8x; y!1; ð8dÞ
uðx; yÞ ¼ 0; 8x; y! 1; ð9aÞ
vðx; yÞ ¼ 0; 8x; y! 1; ð9bÞ
/ðx; yÞ ¼ 0; 8x; y! 1; ð9cÞ
wðx; yÞ ¼ 0; 8x; y! 1; ð9dÞEqs. (5a–d) describe the applied magnetoelectromechanical load-
ings on the crack faces. Eqs. (6a–d) represent the continuity of stres-
ses, electric displacement and magnetic ﬁelds along the crack plane.
Eqs. (7a–d) describe the continuity of the displacement ﬁeld and the
magnetic and electric potentials along the crack plane outside the
crack. Eqs. (8a–d) and (9a–d) represent the regularity conditions
which indicate that the discontinuity effect vanishes far from the
crack.
3. Solution of the embedded crack problem
The magnetoelectroelasticity Eqs. (4a–d) are solved using Fou-
rier transformwith respect to the x-coordinate to yield the solution
of the displacement ﬁeld and the electric and magnetic scalar
potentials. Furthermore, considering that the solution needs to
be bounded as y goes to ±1 (i.e., applying the regularity conditions
















































CktkemkðqÞyeikxdk; 8x; y 6 0; ð11dÞ
where the known functions sk, rk and tk, (k = 1, . . . ,8), are given by
Eqs. (A.3), the unknown functions Ck, (k = 1, . . . ,8), are determined
from the boundary conditions (6) and (7) andm1, . . . ,m8 are the eight
complex roots of the characteristic polynomial associated with the
magnetoelectroelasticity Eqs. (4a–d) which may be written as
X4 þ a2X2 þ a1X þ a0 ¼ 0;
X ¼ m2 þ bmþ a4;
(
ð12Þ
where the coefﬁcients a0, a1, a2 and a4 depend only on the magneto-
electroelastic constants and which are given by Eqs. (A1a–d).
The complex roots of the above system are given by
m1;m2 ¼ 12 b
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ








Reðm1;2Þ < 0; ð13a;bÞ
m3;m4 ¼ 12 b
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ








Reðm3;4Þ < 0; ð13c;dÞ
m5;m6 ¼ 12 bþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ








Reðm5;6Þ > 0; ð13e; fÞ










Reðm7;8Þ > 0; ð13g;hÞ
where b is a function of a0, a1, a2 and a4 given by Eq. (A2.a).
Substituting (10) and (11) into (2) yields the components of the
stress tensor, the electric displacement and the magnetic ﬁelds








































































eikxdk; 8x; y 6 0; ð15dÞ
where the known functions o13k ; o
33
k ; pk and qk, (k = 1, . . . ,8), are gi-
ven by Eqs. (A.4).
Introducing the following density functions:
xuðxÞ ¼ @
@x
½uðx;0þÞ  uðx; 0Þ;
xvðxÞ ¼ @
@x
½vðx;0þÞ  vðx;0Þ; ð16a;bÞ
x/ðxÞ ¼ @
@x
½/ðx;0þÞ  /ðx; 0Þ;
xBðxÞ ¼ @
@x
½wðx;0þÞ  wðx; 0Þ ð16c;dÞ
and applying the ﬁelds continuity conditions (6) and (7), we obtain
the following linear algebraic system of equations in which the un-
known functions Ck, (k = 1, . . . ,8), are expressed in terms of the Fou-







































































Applying the remaining boundary conditions (5a–d) yields the
following coupled singular integral equations in which the un-



















































K44ðt; xÞxwðtÞdt ¼ Bext3 ðxÞ; jxj 6 a; ð19dÞ


































where D is the determinant of the matrix corresponding to the sys-
tem (17), and Dik; ði ¼ 1::4; k ¼ 1::8Þ, are its sub-determinants cor-
responding to the elimination of the ith row and kth column.
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functions, while the kernels Kij(t,x), (i, j = 1..4), diverge when t ap-
proaches x. Thus, the dominant part of the kernels may be sepa-
rated by taking the asymptotic expansions as k goes to inﬁnity.
Using the symbolic manipulator MAPLE, the asymptotic expansion





; ðnP 0Þ, for, respectively, dij(k), (i, j) = (1,1) or (2..4,2..4) and
dij(k), (i, j) = (1,2..4) or (2..4,1).










d1ij ðkÞ  k0ij
 
 sinðkðt  xÞÞdkþ k0ij
Z 1
0
sinðkðt  xÞÞdk ð22aÞ




dijðkÞ cosðkðt  xÞÞdkþ
Z 1
D










where D⁄ is an integration cut-off point and d1ij ðkÞ; ði; j ¼ 1::4Þ, are
the asymptotic expansions of dij (k), (i, j = 1..4), given by Eqs.
(A5a,b), and k0ij and k
1
ij are the leading asymptotic terms of
d1ij ðkÞ; ði; j ¼ 1::4Þ whose values are computed numerically rather
than analytically and that is because of their length and complexity.
In Eqs. (22a,b), the ﬁrst terms in the right hand side are inte-
grated numerically using a Gauss-quadrature method, while the
second terms are evaluated analytically using the recursive series
Vn and Wn given in Appendix B. Finally, the last terms containing
Cauchy and logarithmic singularities, take the following forms:Z 1
0
sinðkðt  xÞÞdk ¼ 1








cosðkðt  xÞÞ  1
k
dk lnðDÞ
 c ln jt  xj; ð23bÞ
where the ﬁrst three terms in the right hand side of Eq. (23b) rep-
resent a continuous and bounded function.







































b ln jt  xjxwðtÞdt þ 1p
Z a
a
k14ðt; xÞxwðtÞdt ¼ rext13 ðxÞ;

















































k24ðt; xÞxwðtÞdt ¼ rext33 ðxÞ;
















































k34ðt; xÞxwðtÞdt ¼ Dext3 ðxÞ;

















































k44ðt; xÞxwðtÞdt ¼ Bext3 ðxÞ;
jxj 6 a; ð24dÞwhere the known functions kij(t,x), (i, j = 1..4), are Fredholm kernels
which depend on the nonhomogeneity parameter b and whose
expressions are the nonsingular terms of Eqs. (22a,b).4. Numerical solution of the singular integral equations
We deﬁne the following dimensionless quantities:
b ¼ ba; ðx; yÞ ¼ ðx; yÞ=a; ðu; vÞ ¼ ðu; vÞ=a: ð25a—cÞ
For simplicity, in what follows, the bar appearing above the dimen-
sionless quantities is omitted. The dominant kernels of the system
of integral Eqs. (24a–d) are of the Cauchy type. Consequently, the
solution is of the following form Erdogan et al. (1973):
xiðtÞ ¼ -iðtÞð1þ tÞ
1
2þbi ð1 tÞ12þci ; ði ¼ u; v;/;wÞ; ð26a—dÞ
where -i(s) are continuous and bounded unknown functions de-
ﬁned in the interval [1,1], and bi and ci are integers determined,
from indices of the integral equations as follows:
bi ¼ 1; ci ¼ 0; ði ¼ u;v ;/;wÞ: ð27a—dÞ
Therefore, -i(t), (i = u,v,/,w), may be expressed as truncated series























where ~an; ~bn; ~cn and ~dn; ðn ¼ 0; . . . ;NÞ, are unknown coefﬁcients.
By observing that the ﬁelds are continuous at the crack tips out-
side the crack, we obtain the following single-valuedness condi-
tions:
R 1
1xiðtÞdt ¼ 0; ði ¼ u;v ;/;wÞ,which implies that ~a0; ~b0; ~c0
and ~d0 equal zero.
Using identities (B.4a,b) and applying the normalization (25a–c)
to the coupled singular integral Eqs. (24a–d) and substituting the
solution (28a–d), we obtain the following algebraic equations:













































































































































































¼ Bext3 ðxÞ; ð29dÞ
where jxj 6 1.
Using a suitable collocation method
xi ¼ cos 2i 12N p
 
; ði ¼ 1::NÞ ð30Þ
and evaluating numerically the integrals from 1 to 1 using Gauss-
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Fig. 2. Comparison of normalized stress intensity factor results with those published by
medium and subjected to (a) uniform normal surface traction r33(x) = r0; and (b) unifor
and by authors are represented by solid lines and symbols, respectively).equations with 4N unknowns, namely ~an; ~bn; ~cn and
~dn; ðn ¼ 1; . . . ;NÞ. Finally, the ﬁelds’ intensity factors at the crack

























which can be simpliﬁed and expressed in terms of the unknown












































ð1Þn k042~bn þ k043~cn þ k044~dn
 
: ð32g;hÞ5. Results and discussion
The main results of this study are the magnetoelectromechani-
cal intensity factors calculated for various loading conditions and
for different values of the nonhomogeneity parameter b. Only the
case of a positive nonhomogeneity parameter is considered since
the negative case corresponds to the symmetric problem with re-
spect to the x-axis. The medium is considered to be a bimorph
composed of Barium Titanium Oxide, BaTiO3, and Cobalt Iron
Oxide, CoFe2O4. The corresponding magnetoelectroelastic coefﬁ-











































El-Borgi et al. (2004) for the case of a crack embedded in an inﬁnite isotropic graded










































































Nonhomogeneity parameter  βa





































































Nonhomogeneity parameter  βa
Fig. 4. Effect of the nonhomogeneity parameter ba on the normalized ﬁelds’ intensity factors under constant tangential crack surface tractions r13(x) = s0.
M. Rekik et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 835–845 841c11 ¼ 22:6E10 N m2; c13 ¼ 12:4E10 N m2; c33 ¼ 21:6E10 N m2;
c44 ¼ 4:4E10 N m2;
e15 ¼ 5:8 Cm2; e31 ¼ 2:2 Cm2; e33 ¼ 9:3 Cm2;
f15 ¼ 275:0 NA1 m1; f 31¼290:2 NA1 m1; f 33¼350:0 NA1 m1;
e11 ¼ 5:64E 9 C2 N1 m2; e33 ¼ 6:35E 9 C2 N1 m2;
l11 ¼ 297E 6 Ns2 C2; l33 ¼ 83:5E 6 Ns2 C2;
g11 ¼ 5:367E 12 Ns V1 C1; g11 ¼ 2737:5E 12 Ns V1 C1:The obtained results were validated with those published by El-Bor-
gi et al. (2004) who calculated the stress intensity factors for a crack
in an inﬁnite isotropic graded medium subjected to constant nor-
mal and tangential crack surface tractions. Fig. 2 shows very good
agreement between the published results and ours obtained using
the following elastic stiffness coefﬁcients c11 ¼ c33 ¼ ð1mÞEð1þmÞð12mÞ ;
c13 ¼ mEð1þmÞð12mÞ ; c44 ¼ ð12mÞEð1þmÞð12mÞ, and very small magnetomechanical
and electromechanical coupling coefﬁcients for constant normal




































































Nonhomogeneity parameter  βa



































































Nonhomogeneity parameter  βa
Fig. 6. Effect of the nonhomogeneity parameter ba on the normalized ﬁelds’ intensity factors under constant normal crack surface magnetic loading B3(x) = B0.
842 M. Rekik et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 835–845Fig. 3 shows the increase of the intensity factors absolute values
with increasing nonhomogeneity parameter when the medium is
subjected to uniform normal crack surface tractions. Mode I stress,
electric displacement and magnetic induction intensity factors in
both crack tips are the same. However, mode II stress intensity fac-
tor value at the right crack tip is negative, while it is positive at the
left crack tip. For the particular case of a homogeneous medium(b = 0), dimensionless mode I stress intensity factors equal unity
while the other intensity factors are almost zero.
Fig. 4 depicts the increase of the ﬁeld intensity factors absolute
values with increasing nonhomogeneity parameter when sub-
jected to uniform tangential mechanical crack surface tractions.
Only mode II stress intensity factor is the same at both crack tips.
Mode I stress, electric displacement and magnetic induction
M. Rekik et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 835–845 843intensity factors at the left crack tip are positive and opposite to
those at the right crack tip. For the particular case of a homoge-
neous medium (b = 0), dimensionless mode II stress intensity fac-
tors equal unity while the other intensity factors are almost zero.
Fig. 5 illustrates the increase of intensity factors absolute values
with increasing nonhomogeneity parameter when subjected to
uniform purely electric excitation on the crack faces. In this case,
mode I stress, electric displacement and magnetic induction inten-
sity factors are the same at both crack tips. Mode II stress intensity
factor at the left crack tip is positive and opposite to that at the
right crack tip. For the particular case of a homogeneous medium
(b = 0), dimensionless electric displacement intensity factors equal
unity while the remaining intensity factors are almost zero.
Finally, Fig. 6 shows the increase of intensity factors absolute
values with increasing nonhomogeneity parameter when crack
faces are subjected to uniform purely magnetic excitation. Here,
mode I stress, electric displacement and magnetic induction
intensity factors are the same at both crack tips whereas mode
II stress intensity factor at the right crack tip is negative and
opposite at the left crack tip. For the particular case of a homo-
geneous medium (b = 0), dimensionless magnetic induction
intensity factors equal unity and stress whereas electric intensity
factors are almost zero.6. Conclusion
The present paper investigated the inﬂuence of a mixed-mode
crack on the coupled response of a functionally graded material.
Speciﬁcally, the problem of a crack embedded in a functionally
graded magnetoelectroelastic inﬁnite medium subjected to mag-
netoelectromechanical loads, assuming a planar geometry and
hence a 2-D formulation, was considered. The material was graded
in the direction orthogonal to the crack plane and was modeled as
a nonhomogeneous medium with anisotropic constitutive law.
Using Fourier transform, the resulting 2-D magnetoelectroelastici-
ty equations were converted analytically into a system of four cou-
pled singular integral equations which were solved numerically to
yield the crack tip stress, electric displacement and magnetic
induction intensity factors.
As expected, results showed that absolute values of intensity
factors increase with increasing nonhomogeneity parameter.
Also, mode I stress, electric displacement and magnetic induction
intensity factors have the same parity property at the crack tips
and are opposite to that of mode II stress intensity factors. Even-
though, mode I stress, electric displacement and magnetic ﬁeld
intensity factors are coupled, for the particular case of a homo-
geneous medium, (b = 0), they tend to be almost uncoupled. This
may be explained by the nature of the external load applied on
the crack surfaces constrained to one single non-vanishing ﬁeld;
ﬁelds imposed to be zero on the crack surface conserve their
vanishing distribution on the crack tip outside the crack. Mathe-
matically, this is represented by the fact that ﬁelds’ intensity fac-
tors coefﬁcients (Eqs. (32a–h)) are the dominant parts of the
kernel of (Eqs. (29b–d)).Acknowledgements
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 þ e215l11  c44g211 þ f 215e11
 2e15f15g11ÞÞ þ k8 c11ð c44e11l11
 þ e215l11  c44g211
þ f 215e11  2e15f15g11ÞÞÞ= c44 2e33f33g33ðð  f 233e33




 c13e33e15l33 þ e15f 233e31 þ c44c13g233 þ f15e233f31
 c44c13e33l33  c44e33e31l33 þ f15c33f31e33
þ c44f33e31g33 þ c13e33f15g33 þ e15c33e31l33 þ c13f33e15g33
 e31c33f15g33  e31f33f15e33 þ c44e33f31g33  c13f33f15e33
 e15c33f31g33  e15f33f31e33  c44f33f31e33Þ
þ k4b2 c11ð f 233e11 þ c11c44g233  c11e233l11 þ c44c33g211
þ 3e215f33f31  2e231f15f33 þ 3c13f 215e33 þ 3c13e215l33
 2c213g11g33 þ c213e11l33  f 215c33e11  f 231c44e33
 f 231c33e11  2f 231e15e33 þ 3e31f 215e33  e231c44l33
 e231c33l11  e215c33l11  3e15c33e31l11 þ 2e15c33f15g11
þ 3e15c33f31g11  3e15f15f31e33 þ 2c13f15f31e33
þ 3c44e33e31l11  3c31f33e15g11  2c13f33e31g11
 2c13f15e31g33  3e15f15e31f33 þ 2c13e15e31l33
þ 2c13f33f31e11 þ 3c13f33f15e11  3c44f33e31g11
 2c31e33f31g11  2c13e15f31g33  6c44c13g11g33
þ 3c44c31e11l33 þ 3c44c13e33l11 þ 3c44f33f31e11
 3c44e33f31g11  3f 15c33f31e11 þ 2c11e33f15g33
þ 2c11e33f33g11 þ 2c11e15f33g33 þ 2c11c33g11g33
 c11c33e11l33  c11c22e33l11  2c11e15e33l33
 c11c44e33l33  c33c33e11l11  2c11f15f33e33
 3c13e33f15g11 þ 2e31c44f31g33 þ 2c13e33e31l11
þ 3e31c33f31g11 þ 2e31c33f31g11 þ 2e31f15f31e33
þ 2e31f33f31e15 þ 3c13e33e15l11  6c13e15f15g33Þ
þ k6 c11f 215e33
 þ c11e215l33  c11c33g211  2c13e215l11
 2c13f 215e11 þ 2c44c13g211  c213e11l11 þ f 231c44e11
þ e231c44l11  2c13e15e31l11  2c44c13e11l11
 2c11e15f15g33  2c11e33f15g11  2c11c44g11g33
 2c11e15f33g11 þ c11c33e11l11 þ 2c11e15e33l11
þ c11c44e11l33 þ c11c44e33l11 þ 2c11f15f33e11
 2e31f15f31e15 þ 2c13f15e31g11 þ 2c13e15f31g11
þ 4c13e15f15g11  2e31c44f31g11  2c13f15f31e11 þ c213g211
þ e231f 215 þ f 231e215

= c44 2e33f33g33ðð  f 233e33  c33e33l33
þ c33g233e233l33
 4a34 þ 6b2a24þ 2a4a2þa2b2; ðA:1bÞ
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 c13e33e15l33 þ e15f 233e31 þ c44c13g233 þ f15e233f31
 c44c13e22l22  c44e33e31l33 þ f15c33f31e33
þ c44f33e31g33 þ c13e33f15g33 þ e15c33e31l22
þ c13f33e15g33  e31c22f15g33  e31f33f15e33
þ c44e33f15e33  c13f33f15e33  e15c33f31g33
 e15f33f31e33c33f33f31e33Þ þ k4 c11f 233

e11 þ c11c33g233
 c11e233l11 þ c44c33g211 þ 2e215f33f31  2e231f15f33
þ 2c13f 215e332c13e215l33  2c213g11g33 þ c213e33l11
þ c213e11l33  f 215c33e11  f 231c44e33  f 231c33e11
 2f 231e15e33 þ 2e31f 215e33  e231c44l33  e231c33l11
 e215c33l11  2e15c33e31l11 þ 2e15c33f15g11
þ 2e15c33f31g11  2e15f15f31e33 þ 2c13f15f31e33
þ 2c44e33e31l11  2c13f33e15g11  2c13f33e31g11
 2c13f15e31g33  2e15f15e31f33 þ 2c13e15e31l33
þ 2c13f33f31e11 þ 2c13f33f15e11  2c44f33e31g11
 2c13e33f31g11  2c13e15f31g33  4c44c13g11g33
þ 2c44c13e11l33 þ 2c44c13e33l11 þ 2c44f33f31e11
 2c44e33f31g11  2f 15c33f31e11 þ 2c11e33f15g33
þ 2c11e33f33g11 þ 2c11e15f33g33 þ 2c11c33g11g33
 c11c33e11l33  c11c33e33l11  2c11e15e33l33
 c11c44e33l33  c44c33e11l11  2c11f15f33e33
 2c13e33f15g11 þ 2e31c44f31g33 þ 2c13e33e31l11
þ 2e31c33f15g11 þ 2e31c33f31g11 þ 2e31f15f31e33
þ 2e31f33f31e15
þ 2c13e33e15l114c13e15f15g33ÞÞ= c44 2e33f33g33ðð
 f 233e33  c33e33l33 þ c33g233e233l33
 6a24; ðA:1cÞ





33 þ 2e31f33f13e33  f 231e233 þ 2c13e33e15l33

c11e233l33  c44e233l11 þ c11c33g233  c11f 233e33  2e15f 233e31
þc213e33l33  2c44c13g233  f 215c33e33  2f 15e233f31  f 231c33e33
c44f 233e11  e231c33l33  e215c33l33 þ 2c13e33e31l33
þ2c44c31e33l33 þ 2c44e33e31l33  2f 15c33f31e33 þ 2c11e33f33g33
c11c33e33l33  c44c33e11l33  c44c33e33l11 þ 2c44c33g11g333
2c44f33e31g33 þ 2c44e33f33g11  2c13e33f15g33  2c13e33f31g33
2e15c33e31l33  2c13f33e15g33 þ 2e31c33f15g33 þ 2e31f33f15e33
þ2e31c33f31g33  2c44e33f31g33 þ 2c13f33f31e33 þ 2c13f33f15e33
þ2e15f33f15e33 þ 2e15c33f31g33 þ 2e15f33f31e33 þ 2e15c33f31g33
þ2c44f33f31e33  c213g233  f 215e233  e215f 233

=
c44 2e33f33g33  f 233e33  c33e33l33 þ c33g233  e233l33
  
: ðA:1dÞA.2. Expressions of b appearing in (13)
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4 1 2





where c is given by
c ¼ 4
3
































ðA:2bÞA.3. Computation of the coefﬁcients appearing in Eqs. (10) and (11)
and (14) and (15)
Substituting the Fourier transform of u, v, / and w in the mag-
netoelectroelasticity Eqs. (4b–d) yield the following system which







Substituting the Fourier transform of u, v, / and w in the constitu-
tive Eq. (2) yields o13k ; o
33
k ; pk and qk, (k = 1, . . . ,8) which can be writ-
ten as follows:
o13k ¼ mkc44 þ ikðc44rk þ e15sk þ f15tkÞ; ðA:4aÞ
o33k ¼ ikc13 þmkðc33rk þ e33sk þ f33tkÞ; ðA:4bÞ
pk ¼ ike31 þmkðe33rk  e33sk  g33tkÞ; ðA:4cÞ
qk ¼ ikf31 þmkðf33rk  g33sk  l33tkÞ: ðA:4dÞA.4. Asymptotic expressions of the functions dij(k), (i, j = 1..4),
appearing in (22a,b)
The asymptotic expansion of the functions dij(k), (i, j = 1..4),can














k2nþ1ij ; ði; jÞ ¼ ð1;2::4Þ or ð2::4;1Þ; ðA:5bÞ
where k2nij and k
2nþ1
ij ðn ¼ 0; . . . ;5Þ are the ﬁrst ﬁve asymptotic terms
whose values are computed numerically rather than analytically
and that is because of their length and complexity.Appendix B
B.1. Evaluation of the coupled recursive series Vn and Wn used in
(22a,b)
The asymptotic expansion of the kernels are written as trun-




; ðnP 0Þ, for respectively, dij(k),
(i, j) = (1,1) or (2..4,2..4) and dij(k), (i, j) = (1,2..4) and (2..4,1). In or-
der to evaluate the second terms of the right hand side of Eqs.













Using integration by part technique yields the following relations:








where the initial term of Vn(t,x) is given by:
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ðt  xÞÞ
D
 ðt  xÞCiðDjt  xjÞ; ðB:3aÞ
in which Ci(x) is the cosine integral function.
B.2. Evaluation of the integral containing the singularities appearing in
(29a–d)
Using the following identities, the integrals containing the











0; n ¼ 0; jxj < 1;













ln jt  xj TnðtÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 t2
p dt ¼  TnðxÞ
n
; nP 1; jxj < 1; ðB:4bÞ
where Tn and Un are, respectively, the Chebyshev polynomials of the
ﬁrst and second kinds.
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